Wider Religious Perspective of the H-t Cult

πα½ P.A.Semi

2019-12-15 .. 21

(Collected from CODOH forum)

1 / ? - Real origin of 6 million figure in their Shoah

2019-12-15 3:00 pm CEST

As many already know, the figure "6 million jews" appeared since the start of 20th century throughout western press, repeated like a mantra... But where does it come from? It looks like a spell or a
religious doctrine, that before returning to the Promised land, 6 million jews should suffer burning or
other suffering. But it is not written openly in Bible, it is not in Talmud, not in Zohar, did not find it in
Solomon Molcho as once adviced and other such sources. (Now as a christian biblical expert
I formerly self-learned hebrew sufficiently to translate a third of a Bible from hebrew to my language,
among else.)
There is a commonly spread disinformation about missing wav in  תשבוtashuvu in Lv25:10, invented
in 1990’s by NewYork rabbis Blecha (actually named Rabbi Benjamin Blech, but in my language
"blecha" means a "flea") and … and then spread by Ben Weintraub in his book The Holocaust Dogma
of Judaism (which beside this contains other interesting informations, but this central topic is wrong).
It is evidently false, since that wav is more often missing than present and it is not required there at
all, it is often replaced by that tripple dot below (more than 4000 occurences in Bible), either in this
word or other words… It is an intentional misdirection to prevent researchers to look further.
But then I actually found it on 27th january 2019 on HRD anniversary... (actually I found it a day
earlier on evening and worked on it during the HRD to upload it on evening in some haste
>>201272153 (my archive, but image links point to their archives...), where it has sunk in their
bottom-less archives almost unnoticed...)
Well, but it's not even all and another recovered biblical reference to that cursed number 6 million
shall surprise you even more... Let me explain:
2 / ? - Real origin of 6 million figure in their Shoah

2019-12-16 2:22 am CEST
(the text is rewritten from my former comments at Unz review, starting on St. Nicholas feast of 6th december, by some
coincidence identical with a date of battle of Moscow...)

Most people think the hebrew alphabet has 22 letters, as encoded on at least 5 places in Bible,
among else the book of Lamentation. But actually, it has 23 letters, the 23rd being different from the
other (same as genome’s Y chromosome, same as DNA encoding 23 used combinations, one of
which is stop-code), it is called reverse nun (or Inverted nun), and it occurs only 9 times total in Bible
to mark the Holocaust beside the text. Not sure, when it did get there, but in talmudic times of
second century AD it was already there, because it is already commented in Talmud...
It marks the part of old testament most sacred to jews at end of Nu10, as described in Talmud
Shabbat 116a (pg. 362), and it is said to divide between two retributions, but unlike the rabbinic
explanation of these, it divides or connects between “I will go to my land” in Nu10:30 and between
“they burnt” in Nu11. The name “Taberah” in Nu11:3 means “Burning” (when “Holocaust” also
means whole-burnt offering), and in Nu11:4 is again “they returned”… Consider, that this is regarded
as the most important and sacred part of old testament to jewish rabbis…
The only other occurence of reverse nun is in a Holocaust Psalm 107, where there are six nuns
beside, and one dettached. The six nuns mark the verses, whose starting words read: “he will send”,
“praise”, “they killed”, ”causing to descend”, “them”, “he said”. And the seventh away from these
marks the word “they diminished”.
From this, and from the Nu10-11 promising return to their land combined with burning, they
concluded necessity to burn 6 million people in a sacrificial offering (which is why it's called
"Holocaust", which means "sacrificial offering"), in order to return to their holy land.
(Attachment with a graphical version of that analysis: nu10ps107.pdf)

3 / ? - Shoah is Falsehood

2019-12-16 2:44 am CEST

The word “ שואהShoah”, which they use instead of Holocaust or “ עלהOlah”, literally means “Hoax,
Falsehood, Lie, Vain”, and it is used as  שואtwice in decalogue – in Dt5:11 “in vain”, and in Dt5:20 as
word “false” in “You shall not bear false witness against your neighbour”. (to be more precise,  שואis
"vain, false" and  שואהis "falsehood, vanity") They don’t use “ עלהOlah” for Holocaust, because that
is already used in “ עליהAliyah” (a return of jews to Israel in Levant), which grammatically means
something, that causes “Olah”, ascent or holocaust… So the term “holohoax” (absolute hoax) is
quite exact translation of hebrew “Shoah”, a really insolent chutzpeh, or a code-word for those who
have their ears… And Aliyah is something, that caused Holocaust, and not only linguistically so…
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I'll avoid a wider discussion here (because enough has been written already here or elsewhere), how
much the rabbis actually succeeded in making to fulfill that 6 million figure of their sacrificial
offering, and what difference does it make, how big part of that happened in WWII, and how big part
had already commited Stalin in his Great purge in late 1930's, when delivering the Russia and the
World from the Trotskyist menace (because Trotskyists wanted to export the Revolution world-wide
and betray Soviets to the Germans in WWII, but Stalin has turned their effort into a National one,
which is why they hate him so much until today), announced to the public only in 1956 by Nikita
Khrushchev, a stooge of Lazar Kaganovitch (a probable master-mind behind Soviet Union?), while
formerly it was calculated into pre-war and post-war difference attributed to Hitler, which did not
change, when the Great Purge has been announced, because that cursed number is fixed regardless
of any facts... Which seems to me a probable reason, why Soviets had built the chimneys in Osvietim
after the war to shift their part of the perceived guilt onto the common pile?
2019-12-16 4:22 am CEST

4 / ? - Number of the Beast
But it's not all of biblical occurences of that number 6e6 (6 millions), but that another one was
meanwhile distorted while copying the manuscripts.
Nowadays every dummy knows the number of the beast, which is supposed to be 666. And while
many have stylized into it, almost no one sees the obvious, that the collective Antichrist Judas is
already ruling the world and everyone bows to it… (It's not any funny feudal figure, it's a very mighty
collective...)
But the original of Revelation 13:18 reads thus:
Revelation 13:18 writes:
Here is wisdom.
Let him who has understanding count the number of the beast,
for it is a COUNT OF PEOPLE and it’s number is SIX MILLIONS.
The greek numbers were written in letters with an over-line, and originally there was XM, which
means six hundred myriads, which is six millions. Then in mid second century, when copying
manuscripts, they mistaken it for XIИ, chi iota digamma, which is 616. Pamphylian digamma used at
that time around Patmos looked thus И and it was number six. Then digamma was replaced by letter
“stigma”, and on papyrus 115 it now reads XIϚ, chi iota stigma, so some bibles have in commentary,
that it is possibly 616. Then in third century codexes, it was already written in full greek words
εξακοσιοι εξηκοντα εξ (sixhundred sixty six), and in Erasmus “Textus Receptus”, there again is greek
abbreviation χξϛ – chi xi stigma, which is 666. Thus it has evolved…

But actually many people here should already understand, that the Antichristian Beast already ruling
the world, to which all bow and without bowing to that number six millions one cannot sell or buy
ideas, not even for free, is the Zionism with it’s Holocaust Industry.
5 / ? - Zion is Beast

2019-12-16 5:59 am CEST

Add to this, that “ ציוןZion” may literally mean “Beast”, from word  צייH6728 “the wild beast, desert
yelper”. Considering, that London City, the site of world rulers, is on every corner marked by the
Dragon statue, which is it’s sign, and considering the 2012 Olympic logo, I think that if the Zion
should refer to a place, then it may refer rather to London than some mountain in Israel in Levant,
but actually it's rather their philosophy and not some worldly place... So where I or other people refer
to "Zionism" or "Zionist", it's rather devotee of the Beast (Zion) ruling the world, than as originally
intended someone, who wants to resettle to Israel land...
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(I'll try to explain this image later, but meanwhile to note the dragon statue on right side, just
replaced cross with a star)
As I’ve written, many have stylized into that number 666, including hexagram star on flag of Israel,
including logo of Google Chrome or CERN or Trilateral commision, including “www” (if you know, that
“w” is hebrew 6), etc.
But how is flag of Israel or those other ones a “count of people” or “number of man” as formerly
translated? And how did it helped the christian majority to recognize the collective Antichrist Judas
(judes), who already rule the world and they all serve them ? (This is my very optimistic idea, that it
needs not get any worse, it’s already bad enough… Not interested in some Noahide deception of an
“Antichrist” puppet under their management…)
As some consider “state of Israel” being most grave evil – when are you going to realize, that Israel
in Levant is “lesser evil”, and true problem is the “International Jews”, also called “Globalists”, most
specificaly those having tight grip over USA and EU and it’s Media ? If I’d quote the famous rant of
Dancing Israelis – Palestinians are not your problem. The globalist jews and Israeli spies on your
territory are, and the dual-loyalty traitors… (The main purpose of "dancing israelis" of 911 was
probably to get captured and utter that sentence “We are not your problem, Palestinians are your
problem”, exact opposite of the truth as is custom of jews, and plant it deep into american
subconsciousness, which was a first thing they uttered while meeting a police, and taking photos and
high-fiving was just an ostentatious stunt to get catched.)
It's called Misdirection - To make an evil one a “lesser evil”, they create a seemingly worse evil
elsewhere. Deplorable, but it seems working…
That I consider to be probably the primary reason for building that rogue middle-eastern state of
Israel in Levant, which is rogue by design and by necessity – after all, Theodor Herzl has sufficiently
spoken about the necessity of anti-semites to help their efforts…
So I think the whole ruse of that middle-eastern jewish state is probably just a misdirection to turn
people away from the problem of international jews, trotskyists and traitors in our own ranks: “Look,
our local jews are not so big problem, there is a monster in the middle east!” And the more you are
not allowed to criticize the Israel, the more it makes you want to criticize it and look elsewhere than
needed...
While considering, that efforts like that have usually multiple purposes simultaneously and it may be
a matter of view-point, which one of them is more important than the other...
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2019-12-16 11:30 am CEST

(reply to moderator)
Moderator writes:
P.A.Semi,
Let's stay focused on applying the "Holocaust" tale in your posts.
You're becoming a bit esoteric and off track.
Thanks, M1
Do you mean a previous partly historical and partly fictitious event called "Holocaust", or does it
include the "Holocaust Cult" used as a chief tool of their World dominance, because these can hardly
be separated, or even an upcoming Holocaust-like plan aimed this time against us?
Isn't your request of restriction somehow unjust, if just beside this is a topic "Are Jews a Race or just
a Religious Group?" (a religious and conspiring group, not a race), temporarily coinciding with
Trump's executive order of that topic and dealing only very marginally with the Holocaust?
εγω ειμι - I AM a sort of a Christian Mystical Philosopher, but if you mean "Esoteric" to mean
"Hidden", than it shall not be hidden any more, so it is rather an act of removing "Esoterism" from
these topics, because the time came. And you have not been understanding some topics right while
avoiding religious perspective and not understanding their snake hebrew language, that reveals
some things overlooked otherwise... (Is Holocaust a History, or a Religion? - an Atheist supplement to
Judaism...)
As I've written, this text is just a restructuring of my guest comments in Unz review I've linked above (it's just 11 of them now
and they're historical, it is making History now) to make it into a form of an article, that can be presented on some Review site
that would dare to publish that... A decade from now it may be even included in University textbooks, if God wills...
So this site should be about an open debate, but not open that much? Are you going to ban me, because you cannot bear this
burden of unpleasant truth? (My final version of that article shall be made from my "preview" posts even if you delete some
topic, with a link to this forum as a reference, and here it's a testimony, out of my reach, that it has been published now, and
you have a chance to comment it or argue while I'm writing that...) And it's also an offer, because this will open the
restrictions, against which you fight, because it will show it's just a Dogma and not a History, and showing you a while later,
why are you and me interested in blowing this whistle. I'm going to shorten it somehow, omitting the Vietnam war
misdirection or others and touching 911 only marginally as much as needed, because it is linked to Munich conference, which I
consider a start of WWII, because that time Hitler turned outward from Germanic lands, and linked to the Japan atomic
bombings, which can be considered a conclusion of exoteric (commonly known) part of second world war (i.e. if you do not
consider Eisenhover death-camps {1} and partial implementation of Morgenthau plan {2} being part of WWII), by those being
items of a same plan, which at this moment is interesting by considering it's extrapolation...
Favicon of this site, while supposed to be a handcuff probably, is actually a Ring. The Holocaust Cult may be considered that
Ring, which rules them all, and now came a time to throw it into the Mount Doom (again). I am intending to dismantle Judaism
once and for all with this my struggle, including that abomination you know as "Holocaust Cult" and the censorship it is
surrounded with, but it's not even the greatest Shoah or a Lie of (((them))), somewhere below in this article is going to be
exposed a "Crown of all jewish lies", because it is related to the third of those "H" in first sentence below me quoting
moderator. While that picture of blackhat pyramid I posted above and shall explain below expresses the Ring, that rules them
all, and as such I've unintentionally tossed it into the Mount Doom, while symbolically going around the world this August with
information of that 6e6 figure in Revelation, as I'll also try to explain, because I feel it's important... If I'll fail to finish it here
now, you may read it in my chaotic guest-commenter posts in Unz review I've linked above...

You shall now the truth, and the truth shall make you free (J 8:32).
I hope that if you were able to stay upright with the load of information you already have, you would be able to bear this also.
And I must warn possible readers, that I mix informations and opinions, so what is not an "Information" in my texts, that is an
"Opinion" of mine and it should not be hard to distinguish, since I support the information with the links, so it can be
independently verified. What cannot be verified in my posts is my opinion and please Doubt it wisely.

While your and other's efforts have been necessary to provide a historical context, but you've failed
so far to win this your struggle, because you were limited to veracity of that historical event, while
failing to put it into a wider religious context, where it belongs. It is not sufficient to tell a jew(s) his
Lie is a Lie, it does not remove or prevent it's consequences, it shall be (or should be) more thorough
this time...
Because quite often the opposite of what (some) jews say is true, and as you will soon see or
probably already know, Holocaust is nothing unique in Judaism, but rather a kind of a custom...
If you want to re-publish my texts anywhere later, you may abbreviate (or supplement?) them as you deem fit. Whatever
I write is public domain or creative commons, or I just don't care... (If I'm presenting the text here hoping that someone will
pick it up and redistribute it, I'm the last one who would sue him for doing precisely that...) You cannot own the Truth. I just
request, that you do not claim I've written something I did not...
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2019-12-16 11:11 pm CEST

6 / ? - Unifying concept of Judaism is mass murder and lie, false racist supremacism
And since the American Universities, as I've learned on bottom of Codoh About page, are occupied
by a Hillel organization, which literally means  היללLucifer, and since you have failed to solve the
problem of a Holocaust Cult by your rational atheist level of arguments so far, being it a religious
problem, it needs a religious-level treatment...
(non-essential remark to be removed when the text is finished, you can skip it now - meanwhile I came to realize, that this Article title should have been probably rather
"Wider Religious Perspective of the Holocaust Cult" and only with a sub-title of that "Real origin of 6 million figure of their Shoah", but I still didn't get to the Real Origin,
only have traced it little more deep toward that origin... How dares a site, who claim it's "aim ... is to promote intellectual freedom with regard to this one historical
event called Holocaust. ... will help to advance the concept of intellectual freedom with regard to all historical events", thereby limiting the significance of one of the
world's most important events with widest consequences to nitpicking it's historical perspective only and is letting an anonymous Porter to limit the intellectual freedom
of the Guest King (the fourth king  תללנדרTallander), who brought a gift to The People via their doors, to pick from the Gift and toss aside something, which value his
limited mind is not able to comprehend yet? It's sad... So do you mean to get "unlimited intellectual freedom", but only unless it does not surpass your narrow-minded
interpretations? But possibly the Porter was just sleeping and did not toss it down to break it, but who knows? Is your Logo meaning, that you handcuff guest writers by
a moderation censorship to better express their intellectual freedom? I shall repeat it somewhere else and here it's just a side-note not to forget it... Here it's mixed in
the numbered article serie, so that the People recognize, if the Porter has stolen it too... Archive.org copy of former part shall be my witness, that I started it here, failing
to finish it, if you shall ban me and do not doubt it shall be revealed by another channel later sufficiently loudly in such a case... Moderation brings an Insecurity of
Forum by allowing a chance for a Moderation fraud, and should I notice any, I'll stop here. (Deleting a Post is an offence but it is tolerable, but redacting it before it
appears in Forum is not. I do not say it happened, I say it is Insecure because it gives such a chance...) (So please, dear Porter, can you remove the security bar from
your gate, because beside it hinders, it makes the gate insecure for both readers and writers! Because it makes your Readers prone to a fraud of someone deeply below
their level by spoiling the message I have brought Them... I don't know how to explain it better, so sorry for coarse words if you consider them such from your viewpoint... Here said such, so that you The Codoh can't claim later you didn't understand it... The more I write blocked, the more you could show, that you are not mindlimited, but evil... I really hope that is not the case, so please, Wake Up! You do not have any other honest way out of this beside unlocking me and removing the
Security Flaw of Moderation Censorship. How dare you boast to be "open" otherwise?!) Possibly I'll stop due to being shot or locked here today, who can tell? It shall be
clear sooner or later... (While it's also possible, that (((they))) are now erupting in hateful anger from the image I've posted above and (((they))) came to compel the
moderator Porter of such behaviour, and in such a case I apologize for problems not seen publicly but imaginable... Maybe I naively underestimated their evil resolve
and width of reach and speed of action?) (I came here to blow the whistle that shall heal this civilization and among else the Holocaust Cult, or to expose another mole
of controlled opposition, and I really hope it's the first case this time...) (So please, be a good Frodo and do not try to restrain Gandalf fighting Sauron with your help, all
would be grateful to you too if you do not fail and be able to bear that burden.) (to explain to public, I'm still blocked by moderator confirming my posts and it takes
multiple hours while he sleeps, or he deleted my un-numbered reply addressed as a reply to his post, but it is possibly insecure that he may intend or be compeled to
spoil parts of it later and it is a hardly acceptable risk.) {to be redacted out later while completing the article from raw forum original...} )
(a side note explaining my reply to Mr. Hannover, which I do not doubt he understood but to explain it to the wider public, it was just another words to say: "Thank you,
but I am redpilled enough... have my respect... this shall be a next-level multi-color pill. I am not diminishing your efforts, I came to expand them to another reach..." )

Since most of the world problems today are also enabled by a specific ignorance of various kinds of
people, or their unwillingness to accept different arguments, you need a different set of arguments
for different target groups to heal their dogmatic lapses. And since all the Holocausts (sacrificial offer
murders) are inherent part of Judaism, you cannot explain or understand them without placing them
into the right wider context. It is of no avail to point in ever finer details, that the Shoah is False,
because the Shoah literally means Falsehood, and still 50 years after the Holocaust Industry started
rolling worldwide, we've failed to convince anyone significant about our perspective, so let's rather
put it into the wider religious and historical context, naming the Archetypal Names, maybe it could
turn better this time...
Holocaust Shoah is root of current western evil, because (((they))) use it as an enabler of all their
misdeeds by silencing or misdirecting any opposition. Same purpose has an "anti-semitism" label. As
I explained earlier, “Shoah” literally means “Hoax, Falsehood”. Their chucpe can hardly be more
insolent… While most religions celebrate birth of some good hero, who represents love, central figure
of this Cult (Hitler) is considered absolute evil and the Cult celebrates mass death… All major feasts
of judaism celebrate some mass murder – Channukah, which is the luciferian anti-christmas or rather
antichrist-mas, celebrates mass murder of helenized jews (and the lie of eight day oil), Purim
celebrates mass murder of Persians by Mordechai (while waiting for a God’s lot), and it is celebrated
by telling various funny lies, while Pascha, which is not Easter, celebrates mass murder of Egyptians,
but on this occasion it was allegedly perpetrated by God, they’ve just smeared their doors with the
Lamb blood… “Allegedly”, because only this one of these is mere Allegory or Prophecy, but not a
History (yet?)…
While their New Year on september is
celebrated only occasionally every seven years by commiting some  שמטהShmitah {*} (which
means "fling-down") or mass murder or some other kind of misdeed, but during each year by reciting
Kol Nidrei, a disposal of any future vow, being it civil or religious, which may be considered a solemn
intention to lie and not fulfill promises... (But they lie it does not mean all promises, while the text
clearly says it does...) Did I omit some major feast of Judaism? Probably some minor feast like Weeks
{*} and Tabernacles (Sukhots) {*} which is a kind of harvest thanksgiving are some exception to
that rule... (I've almost forgot these two, since they are not celebrated so loudly...)
(remark - picking this sentence out of original order looses some unsaid references to former parts of my original text in Unz review comment section and I'm not sure at this moment how to re-arrange it better...)

So that the "mass murder" and "lie" can be considered an unifying concept behind most of major
feasts of Judaism, being it religious judaism, or as extended as a secular judaism of a Holocaust Cult,
and you cannot have a discussion of one of these Holocausts and it's historical or religious context
without placing it among other feasts of a same kind... Since as the Jews claim, that Holocaust is
something unique, unprecedented in history and unrepeatable, the very opposite of that is true, just
the victims are sometimes but not always exchanged - for example Channukah celebrates also a
mass murder of helenized (i.e. modernized) jews by their fanatic brethren... Which is here to note,
that thinking that being a jew protects you from a revenge of religious fanatics is just short-sighted...
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Do you think, that if they seem to intend to sacrifice Persians (Iran) once again this time, that they
would not sacrifice modernized jews or other sayanims instead or together with others once again?
(There is a proverb in my language, coarsely translated as "if the forest is being cut down, the
splinters fly", meaning unpleasant and often undesired consequences. Last time when they've
sacrificed the jews in wwii, there were many victims beside...) Because struggles to attack Iran
may be just a misdirection to calm the rest of jews into thinking this time it will be just Persians
once more...
Think a while about their motto: "By the way of Deception shall you wage war" (Proverbs 24:6)
("Deception" also translates "wise counsel" or "binding by the rope", in greek septuaginta translation
there is κυβερνησεως "kyberneseos" meaning "directorship")
That is very probably a reason, why Truth is called Anti-Semitism so loudly and often hysterically.
7 / ? - Chosen Synagogue of Satan

2019-12-17 5:55 am CEST

As if I hear the complaints of various christians: "But the jews are the "chosen" people and
everything they do is tolerated or even desired...". So to heal this Dogmatic Blunder, consider the
following argument:
Once “chosen” people, the first-born of Western spirituality, when they rejected to continue the path
with the God via His Son Jesus Christ, then the God has laid them aside. As Moses brought 600,000
people to the promised land, then when they rejected continuing in that heritage and were in the
process of writing Talmud anti-bible, God by the hand of Romans has erased precisely those 600,000
people (or rather all that were staying there) in order to underscore the termination of former
chosenness in  בר כוזיבאBar Koziba (that means “Son of Lie”) revolt of Pharisees, just that liar rabbi
“Treason son of Joseph” (Akiva ben Josef, main contributor to Talmud) has tried to rename him to Bar
Kokhba (that means “Son of Star”)… As God laid aside the formerly chosen but now useless folk,
Satan came by and picked it up, making them write worst hateful lies mixed with vain babble in the
Talmud. Since those times, they are no more chosen people of God, they are chosen people of Satan.
You may complain, that it is not written thus in Bible? That was around 135 AD, how can it be written
in Bible? Is not written in Revelation 3:9, in the chapter about America (Philadelphian Church,
remember Constitution?), about that Synagogue of Satan ? Don’t you see it everywhere around?
Why not?! Someone has deceived you to include Devil into your blind love… (But many jews are
members of that "club" unwittingly, they just conspire together, which means "breathe together",
which among else means "live or perish together", since it's impossible to come for the bad ones
without harming the good ones, who shield them, because they feel being together members of one
group...)
It's somehow necessary, that the modernized (helenized) jews realize, that they do not breathe
together with the religious fanatics of Judaism, they breathe with us, the people among which they
live.
Then you may insist, that the number may not be 6e6 (6 millions, which is the satanic holocaust cult)
as recovered by my linguistic archeology, but it is 666, as is everywhere printed...
The problem is not a number that or that, the problem is, that ordinary people and christians
foremost enable all the Zionist malevolence by their ignorance… Removing “ignorance” should
remove “enable”, which would significantly reduce that “malevolence”… (Like in a fairy tale of
Sleeping Beauty – all kingdom is sleeping and I just did not find yet the right princess, that needs to
be kissed to wake them all up…)
Otherwise, the number 666 foremost represents the monopoly of jewish rule of the world. 6 is
a number of jews as generally understood, and 666 is “monopoly of jewish power”. When all three
kings are 6, there is a problem… (that my solution of 6e6 - now in today’s scientific notation, just one
of those 6 is diminished and turned around, the central one, it’s also a kind of solution...)
(Someone may argue, that the problem is not Judaism but Freemasons? Possibly, I'm not much sure
about Freemason's efforts, beside they claim to be honorary "jews" {link, please}, i.e. self-elected
people, but I think their primary effort is "Dominance", but the primary effort of Judaism is
"Extermination" of both Christians and Hedonistic or Atomic Materialists, and that is a huge
difference from my view-point...)
Somewhere I write, that the problem of humankind is cartel of jews, and one of those three will be
soon striken out. I suggest striking out “cartel”. Otherwise NRA will possibly strike out {*} “jews”
soon (don’t you see the rising trend toward a civil war due to all jewish oppression of "White" people?
But I do not suggest that solution! Consider, that on gates of New Jerusalem there is written "sealed"
{*} all 12 tribes, not "killed", you do not want to destroy those gates...). Otherwise Cartel of Jews
would strike out “humankind” not far from now, as they plan… (see below...){in tomorrow posts?}
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Problem of FBI, CIA and (((judges))) is “mighty gangster” and one of those two should be striken out.
(do you understand, that the most mighty one must not be a gangster? Otherwise there is a
problem... I've adviced a solution, but I'm not sure if it's viable or naive...) Problem of american
education is “depraved pedagogue” and one of those two should be striken out, either will not be
depraved, or will not be a pedagogue. Problem of imams is “politicized priest” and one of those two
should be striken out. Both priest and pedagogue just deliver the precious gem, which is not their, to
their subjects, one of them Word of God and the other Knowledge of Mankind, and they must not
poison it by their political agenda or depravity. You all underestimate problem of Universities,
Californian foremost, how they’ve spoiled a whole generation of students into lunatics…
(If you are a christian priest, then consider, that you may not turn to be a "fanatic imam" and start to
fulminate against jews from your pulpit suddenly after reading this, because Average Joe may pick it
up wrongly! Anyone should understand, that you cannot remove problem of Judaism by shooting few
"jews", it would have precisely opposite effect than desired, because their fear induces them to
cooperate more tightly. But please stop your pro-zionist zealousy now, when you start to understand
that! Many of you were only deceived into that blunder of "chosen people", many were just afraid to
tell, only few were serving the evil knowingly, but now everyone should understand & recognize that)
Berkeley 2017 was a prime example of that Apostasy of 2Thes2:3, how leftists in service of oligarchs
under rainbow-colored lights in the name of “liberalism” rejected speech of a conservative gay
journalist (Milo Y.), in the name of “multiculturalism”, because he is an american patriot speaking
about immigration, while he is a british citizen son of irish and greek parents, because as
“democrats” they rejected outcome of elections, because right-wing workers have elected a fair
tycoon against a gangster puppet of leftist oligarchs rooting for socialism, because he is a “racist”
and has a white skin color (if you do not understand, how absurd it is to accuse someone
simultaneously of racism and wrong skin color, you were brainwashed), and because he is a jew who
converted to christianity, as multicultural atheists they rejected him, because he is anti-muslim…
Well, because there is a “sanctuary”, all kinds of perverts may freely gather there… And since Love
of one’s country and it’s people is deemed Hate, they hated him so deeply in order to prevent the
Hate… Could their Apostasy be more complete? (I'm not writing there "sic", because it would have to
be after almost every noun...) Now came a time to reveal that Anomias (meaning "without law" - i.e.
wanton liberalism?) and Amartias (conspiracies - "without witness" ? or "sin" as formerly translated?)
of 2Thes2, (with only some of them in this article)…
(if you do not understand, why is this written here, it's because that Apostasy, not just some religious secession but a
complete abandoning of all ideas and virtues, is my argument for christians, that the Time came. Which one is it, that should
be taken out from the middle? Probably that, who hinders the liberation of people from their blindness, but there are multiple
possible interpretations...)
2019-12-17 6:00 pm CEST

8 / ? - Jews do Holocausts
You may not split the "Holocaust" discussion from a religious perspective also because the term itself
is religious, this comming from a biblical greek word ολοκαυτωμα Holokautoma {*}, translating
"wholly-consumed sacrifice, whole burnt offering, victim the whole of which was burned", it is a form
of religious sacrifice, mostly dealt with in the book Leviticus, which was slipped into the Bible from a
different source than other Moses books and quite ungodly one (as those who are not blinded by
dogmatic lapses of scripture infallibility often recognize), because that is the only book in that Moses
part (from Genesis until Kings), where the names are not used to bear the meaning, and it's no
surprise the Apostles relieved us, their disciples, of these brutal practices... (Acts 15:5-21, Mt 9:13,
Heb 10:8, Ps 40:7, Hos 6:6)
--But as I've written, that you need a different set of arguments for a different audience, if I wanted to
convince an intelligent atheist with 3-digit IQ, who still didn't loose an ability to read texts longer
than tweets, I’ll point him onto the arguments of historical perspective, foremost the “American
Pravda” series of Unz review, and if I should condense it into one sentence, it’s “neocons are
turn-coat trotskyists!” (I admit it's an oversimplification, but I wanted to underscore this information
foremost, and to explain it - trotskyists were probably the worst of bolshevik butchers and wanted to
export the revolution world-wide, until Stalin has stopped and purged them and thereby delivered
Russia and the World from that menace. And I wanted to pose a question for a consideration or
further research: How much is so called millitary-industrial complex related to the jewish Chicago
mob elsewhere also called mafia?). Among else Bolsheviks (and other books with contemporary
testimonies {*, *, *}), showing quite well the Soviet Bolshevik revolution was an overly jewish
attempt at revenging against poor Russian people, whom all the jews and their stooges hate
foremost, among else in order to exterminate all the talented among russian people, which they've
failed only partially but Russia has already recovered since.
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And how they manoeuvred Germany into the world war to perform their sacrificial offering
(Holocaust), and consider, that hungarian jews were exported to the Osvietim by a jew Dr. Kastner
(H.Makow * citing Ben Hecht's book Perfidy) (where Poland's and Hungary's jews are two most
significant groups of jews that perished or were displaced in WWII in that half of Holocaust, that
really happened), while the Germans were just providing a muscle for that Zionist effort and were
unhumanly punished during and after the war, in order to exterminate all the best people of
Germany, only to be rewarded or rather silenced economically afterwards, and that Jewish Agency of
World Zionist council and polish London exile government intentionally prevented to liberate that
camp in Osvietim sooner, possibly because they knew the extermination is a hoax, or possibly
because they wanted that extermination to continue, in order to reach that cursed figure of 6
millions (announced long before end of WWII and before significant part of jews has died from Typhus
on spring of 1945), - so to understand it better, a large part of that, what happened in Holocaust, was
planned by jews in advance, induced by them and accomplished with their great help.
So now if I wanted to abbreviate this whole article serie into one sentence, it would be
"jews do holocausts", the past ones and already planning the future ones, as their sacrificial offerings
to the Satan, which is their g-d, (minus-god or striken-out God), but as most of what they say is
opposite of truth, they claim it's a same God you understand by that word, but the Good Eternal God
and Angels are not delighting in innocent blood spilling and smokes! - as is already unequivocally
stated in second part of Old Testament and repeated in New Testament... (links above)
(But evangelical christians admiring “chosen” people are deaf to rational argument language, and catholics with our fallen
pope also, and there is not few of them. Jews usually know, how evil some of them are, and those arguments iterating all their
wrongdoing do not speak to them either...)
2019-12-18 5:55 am CEST

9 / ? - Noahides - Crown of all jewish lies
And how does that History extrapolate into the Future ?
David Rothshild as a reply to NYT tweeting about Trump's decission about declaring judaism
as a nationality and not only religion writes:
Judaism is a religion and should not be intertwined with ... or hatred towards other
minority groups ... {*}
Jews have always strived to divide us into many competing "minorities" according to a strategy of
"divide and conquer", and possibly to bring foreign folks or slaves, where it could not be
accomplished another way, so it's no surprise they root for more and more fringe "minorities".
Trump's declaring of judaism as a nationality would rightly make all it’s adherents foreign nationals
or agents almost anywhere, right? Is it a kind of some 4D-chess?
A religious treatment from the view-point of christianity, and also some of a secular historical
evidence, has already been presented above...
But Judaism is actually deeply intertwined with hatred of majority groups:
Luke 6:41 writes:
And why beholds you the splinter that is in your brother's eye, but perceives not the
beam that is in your own eye ?
This “splinter and beam” (Lk 6:41 or freudian psychology) is very important concept, and where-ever
you see someone loudly accusing someone else of something, look, where is it hidden in his own
soul… (It is encoded biologically, because men and women have different stereotypical faults, and
then hate or dislike these own faults on others, but since the mate does not have one’s own
stereotypical faults, it does not hinder them and the opposite seems almost ideal and lovely – it is
a natural key to select right gender into the pair…)
Why Clintons and all Media so loud cry about “Russian” interference in elections? Because there was huge
international interference in favour of Clinton, who was sponsored by various sheiks, and both russian and
ukrainian oligarchs, and because they foremost interfer in all elections worldwide. How those terribly hateful
totalitarian “Liberals” (better spelled “Lieberals”) are accusing all others of “Hate”… How in EU they repeat all
over about missing Democracy in Russia, because there is a total lack of democratic oversight in EU. (They try
to pretend, that having one member of the Chief Soviet (Commission) of the European Soyuz (Union) and 21 out
of 700 parliament deputies, that we still adjudicate about our matters, as if those 21 deputies, even without
legislative initiative, and an unelected commission member ever mattered...) Why Russians so passionately hate
fascists in general and Vlasov army in particular? Because they’ve got almost ideal and peaceful fascism now
(in a good sense of that word, if you could understand… Fascism and it's symbol fasces expresses a National
Unity, often supplemented by a very popular leader. Imagine a ruler with a deserved 70-80% popular support at
fourth term, could it be better? How do you compare? But Vlasov army were Arch-Traitors against their own
nation and that does not deserve admiration anywhere! And Russians have saved Europe and World from the
Bad Fascists often since at least Napoleon wars...). And so on...
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Do you know, why some of jews so loudly and irrationaly accuse all others of wanting them to
exterminate, whenever you mention some of their faults? Because they want to exterminate others!
Do you know, what are “Noahides” and what do they plan ?! First noahide law is death penalty for
being a christian. Second noahide law is death penalty for being Epicurean (atomic) atheist, or
"Blasphemer" against God. You need not be concerned with the rest five… Worst on all that is, that
they may possibly plan to execute it summarily… Awaiting their “Messiah”, they’ll just anoint
someone for that, and they’ve already breeded a red heifer in Israel last year (2018) and celebrated
that loudly… It will take four years from then, until their false "king messiah" will slaughter that red
cow in a bloody holocaust ritual at 2022... It does not matter, whether you believe a prophecy about
red heifer announcing one more in a row of their false Messiahs, what matters is that they believe
the time came to start that… If you think it’s just a trifle, you underestimate them, it’s part of their
religious mainstream Cha-bad (Chabad Lubavitch), since Talmud and since Maimonides (Rambam),
who was a Son of Devil (Ben Mamon) incarnated on pascha just eleven hundred years after
crucifixion of Jesus, but nine hundred years of their false messiah is already almost over and it comes
to the end, not to any other start… I’ll supply quotations from “Laws of Kings and Wars” and “Avodah
Zarah”, a mainstream judaism on Cha-bad website...
But absolute Crown of all jewish Lies, and the most dangerous one, is, that these laws supposedly
come from Torah:
Genesis 2:16 writes:
And the LORD God commanded the man, saying: Of every tree of the garden to eat you
will eat
From this sentence Gn 2:16 and from Gn 9:6 they devise in revengeful Talmud Sanhedrin 56b
(bottom of page 252 in that pdf) those seven Noahide laws were allegedly commanded. Here you
may see their Youtube video, how an exemplary liar rabbi (Moshe Weiner, skip to time 1:56) looks,
when he explains that without telling, what the laws are about...
For christians, here you can inspect by their source, that by “Idolatry” this Maimonides (Ben Mamon)
considers “Minim” to mean foremost christianity, in book "Mishneh Torah" (means among else
"modification of Torah") in Avodas Zarah originally named Avodat Kokavim chapter 10 and
Avodas Zarah chapter 5 (I'll explain the names "Avodot Kokavim" and "Avodah Zarah" later, since
their mis-interpretation is important).
(They thus consider that spelled “Minim”, singular is “Min” and their teaching “Minuth”, as meaning
foremost christians, there are many occurences of this in Talmud… Originally it meant just jewish
heretics, but Maimonides clearly redefined it to include christians, and it is thus now explained on
many places in commentary in english edition of Talmud books...)
Then, what they spell there “apikorsim”, in Talmud commentary is clearly spelled “Epicurean”. For
example see in Talmud Sanhedrin 90a (on bottom of page 387 in capital letters, and related remark
32 on page 389), what they mean by “Epicurean”, but it occurs on multiple other places there…
Then, in Maimonides book "Laws of Kings and Wars" (hebrew in wikisource) verse 8:11 (in some
editions it is 8:14) writes:

שלא קבל מצות שנצטוו בני נח הורגין אותו אם ישנו תחת ידינו

My exact translation: "that who did not accept commandments those commanded to sons of Noah,
they will be killed, if being them under our hands".
In english edition they translate this same sentence: "For any non-Jew who is under our jurisdiction
and fails to accept the Noahide Commandments is executed".
(You can pick that hebrew sentence above to clipboard and find it in hebrew wikipedia page "Seven
laws of Noah" linked from english page Seven laws of Noah or Noahide, where it is prefixed by כל גוי
"all goyim"... Is wikisource of "Laws of Kings and Wars" incomplete missing "all goyim" or was it
added elsewhere or just in some manuscript copy? Does it make any significant difference?) Current
wikipedia pages making it look quite innocent are just a deception, I've missed them repudiating the
Talmud original yet... (Do you believe their Exegesis will follow Wikipedia, or Talmud original ?)
Adherents of Maimonides are not your or mine friends, not at all. Unfortunately, it is a chief authority
of Cha-bad rabbis, those with black hats, and I somehow missed their clear rejection of these ideas
as null and void… (As a side-note, did you notice, that whenever they should write the word God, they visually
strike it out as G-d ? So much they hate Him… That’s why I tend to write them off as Cha-bad …)

Judaism is so deeply intertwined with Hatred of majority groups that it almost can’t be worse on
ideological level… It is irreparable and would soon be discarded, they will themselves better
relinquish that wrong heritage…
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Just hope Mr. Putin is as christian as he looks and that all three major "kings" (American, Russian and
the black king of London City) are not jewish 6 yet, so that ballance of powers prevents them from
commiting that evilness now. But that may change in 2022, just before the next Shmitah disaster, for
which is very probably planned introduction of that new jewish false "messiah"... (But if you hope it
will be 2022 or 2029, they may make some deception or exception and shorten it? Who knows?!)
Then consider, “Avodah Zarah” (which means “foreign service”, also spelled “Avodas Zarah”) in
Talmud and mostly in Ben Mamon’s book of that name ("Ben Mamon" literally “Son of Devil” – see
Lk 16:13 that “Mamon” is opposite of God, i.e. it can be considered another name of Devil. This Ben
Mamon is also known as Maimonides or Rambam (Rabbi Moshe ben Maimon), with full original arabic
(sic!) name "Abu Imran Musa bin Maimun bin Ubaidallah al-Qurtabi" which I've translated via
Wiktionary lookups as "Civil Father son of Baboon son of Servant of Allah the Cold Medicine" but I'm
not sure about that my translation). It fulminates against supposed “Idolatry”, which is supposed to
be foremost the Christianity, but in original there is “Avodah Kokavim” (“Service to Stars”), and then
medieval “censor” changed it to “Avodah Zarah” (“Foreign Service”, allegedly meaning idolatry or
service to false deities allegedly including Jesus). But I rather think, that it means, what is there
written, that it is about “service to stars”, from the judaism hexagram star and communist and
muslim pentagram star possibly until NATO tetragram star, and it is about “foreign service”, the
treason of foreign loyalty… That is what possibly deserves all kinds of those punishments as written,
not as misleadingly explained by rabbinic liars, unless it is a satanic nonsense as a whole… (((You)))
yourself would better reject that wrong heritage…
As Pharisees in Mishna and Talmud Sanhedrin 90a write (while all or most of the wording or
explanation in Mishna and Talmud is inherently bad and evil), that there is no place in future world
for  עבודת כוכביםservices of stars ("Avodot Kokavim", and I've included their examples in that blackhat-pyramid image I've posted earlier), later explained or modified as  עבודה זרהforeign service
("Avodah Zarah" - in my exegesis it means "treason of foreign loyalty"), and for the hedonists
("Epicureans" - vain people indulging in pleasures like pigs without striving for other meaning of their
lives), but Talmud and it's commenters have modified it to mean Christians and Blasphemers against
their Religion and God. I mean, that it shall be accomplished by them rejecting those blunders, when
they come to realize that those "stars" are blunders, and the public shall absolutely abominate and
distrust anyone, who dares to spread such propaganda of those "stars", you do not want to be
brainwashed, but not as Talmudists tried to modify it, that they (we) should be executed. As I've
included the NATO star in that image later after the former stunt I've used it first, I do not mean to
dismantle NATO, the ballance of powers is needed, but I mean that they should stop their
warmongering lies and better abide to the original statement of being a collective defense, and not
a muscle arm to gain profits of millitary-industrial complex gangsters...
Do you think the next holocaust, committed by (((them))), would be just few millions, or possibly
even 6e9 (6 billions), as is suggested by Georgia guidestones, which they've let to be erected in
advance probably for a case there would be no-one left to erect them there later, and by (((their)))
usual misdirection attributed to a R.C. Christian ? (I'm not sure, who made that, most probably some
Luciferian Freemasons? Who knows??)
10 / ? - What can (((they))) plan?

2019-12-19 10:33 pm CEST, 2019-12-20 09:11 CEST *

And what can they use for their next misdeed, beside a conventional war? They cannot decapitate
billions of christians and billions of hedonist materialists, as their satanic books are commanding
them... Even if they've started that somewhere, elsewhere would people be prepared and defending
themselves... So what could they plan ?
An Epidemy, while giving the few elected a vaccination soon enough... Consider, that even if 1% of
epidemiologists were rogue, it may bring a disaster... And more so, if some of them are already
joking about getting rid of white people! (Why don't the jews realize they are white too ?!) All the
epidemiological research must be guarded better, than a nuclear facility, and medical scientists from
other countries should oversight each other freely and personally. There should be no competition in
such research, there should be international cooperation, and there must be international oversight,
because an epidemy doesn't respect unprotected borders... (As for example they've already tested
Ebola on alive sample and prepared their vaccinations... Not surely intentional, just probably... Or
anything like that...) But it's also possible, that they will introduce just an epidemy scare to harm
most people by hastily introduced vaccination with unforeseen side-effects.
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While it's really important to note, that they use vaccines to intentionally spoil people's health, and it
is by far not only autism, it causes allergies (if you understand, that allergy is over-reaction of hypersensitive immune system, and vaccination is boosting the sensitivity of immune system, they are
ultimately related, and it has been sufficiently scientifically proved by statistics and published in
peer-review journal, that is a science, but the government and media superstition or lie about
harmlessness of vaccines is just unscientifical, it is only burreaucratic, because an allergy does not
get into the tables of immediate side-effects! While many people think, that if their kid did not get
the russian-roulette shot of autism, then it did no harm and can be ignored, they are wrong...) and it
is somehow increasing probability of some other illnesses, thereby being extremely profitable for
pharmaceutical industry, who by the allergies make life-time slaves of people. While most of the
vaccines may be good and beneficial, some of them are bad, or their combination, and it must be
researched on differing statistically-significant samples of people without other contradictions. It is
very hyenistic of their lies and profit gainings from people ! These greedy and harmful of
pharmaceuts (I don't say it's all of them) are unequivocally mentioned in the book of revelation as
φαρμακευσιν pharmakeusin (Rev21:8), incorrectly translated as "sorcerers"...
(Is problem thimerosal, squallene, mercury, alluminium, or that they breed their cultures and leave
contamination of human DNA in some of the samples, making immune system to fight own body, or
yet something else? We need an independent and unhindered research and statistical proofs to
answer these... Which are absolutely incompatible with government obstruction and scaring and
blatant lying about safety of vaccines, without any scientific statistical proofs comparing different
population samples... No more propaganda and brainwashing while harming significant amount of
children, we want free research! But people should realize some of the vaccinations are needed, and
it is a question, what is a bigger risk? We need both vaccinated and unvaccinated people to compare
outcomes... It is not desirable to discard all vaccinations, but to make them better and proportional.
You don't need to go ask your Pediatrician now, he is scared of Big Pharma Revenge, go ask your
Government, where are Independent Scientists protected from Pharma-Gangsters, including the
bought government itself... Not all of pharmaceuts are gangsters, but some of them are... If you think
I'm wrong, go ask Mike Adams the Health Ranger, he is a fair man, not omniscient but wellinformed... While he could be blackmailed now, when I write it such here, ask his past published
works, if he did not significantly step aside from his positions in the future... And watch some of his
videos, how does a very fair man look like...)
Consider, that american jewish communities were not vaccinated against measles and almost half of
the measles cases in 2019 were in their ranks - because they know quite well, that this vaccination
causes various harms, while natural measles infection is far less harmful. And consider, that few
thousand cases of a non-lethal illness do not vindicate to harm health of millions by a rogue
vaccination... Also it is necessary to introduce a law, that a randomly selected sample of vaccines in
doctor's office may be taken any time for a "surprise" inspection. (and of cause refunded to the
doctor...) (that is because it is no-where guaranteed, that the real used vaccines are same as those,
which passed testing, and samples of heavy metals and other unhealthy impurities have already
been found by scientists on similarly acquired samples. Such a simple and obvious rule should force
the pharmaceuts to better strive for their output quality controls...)
Consider about safety of vaccines, why the heavy metal crystals were not detected by scientists so
far? They were. It's published, and the whole laboratory was confiscated by police as a revenge for
that, and it was published sufficiently. Elsewhere the pharma-lobby just fiercely opposes taking
samples at doctor's office. So a scientist, who knows about that, then why to make some scientific
work about that, if it was already published and with no help at all, while loosing his all laboratory for
that in vain ? Those random checks of vaccines in doctor's offices must be ordained by a
government, who would protect the scientists measuring that, and not to harm them instead... Or to
keep small sample from each vaccine bottle for inspection, if something turns wrong with the patient,
soon or some time later? It is just not sufficient to make CDC (state medical supervising agency)
testing samples offered by pharmaceuts themselves for testing of safety... (Harming innocent
children for pharmaceutical profits must stop. Or I don't know, by which they blackmail governments
to stay silent about vaccine damage despite all necessary information available online? There always
should be an alternative to some essential medicament, or production method described but sealed,
so that the producer of them may not blackmail governments by threatening to stop delivery of
some necessary cure, upon which some people depend... It may be possibly necessary to occupy
pharmaceutical factories by government forces to prevent them making a sabotage...)
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------Then they are now pushing extinction or significant harm by 5G radiation - An argument for Greens:
“Nature loves CO2, and nature loves moist warm greenhouses. The Climate has always been
changing and now it is not anything special. How dare you not protest against extinction by 5G,
misdirecting all to the climate blunder?!” (Go ask for example notrickszone or tallbloke about your
“consensus” lie… Among else their 600 non-warming graphs {*} prove there is non-trivial scientific
dissent in this topic, so regardless of who is more right, the "consensus" and "settled" are just plain
lies... You may read my own amateur message {*} to Climate activists, proving deserts are causing
more significant warming, than CO2...)
If you were to choose among Internet of Things or Planet of People (Planet of Life), what would you
choose? You don't need 5G for a smart household, existing technologies are already good for that,
it's only if they wanted to smartly look into all households centrally, then they need so huge
bandwidth. Do you mean, that you would spare few minutes by downloading something faster, if it
takes away few months of your life each time due to harmful radiation and skin cancer ?! (And did
you realize, that children with thinner skin are more prone to these effects?!) If chinese replaced this
as a reduction tool instead of "one child policy", it may be more popular there, but we do not want to
import their population reduction tools ! Ask for independent research and longer testing of health
side-effects before insanely introducing something, that may significantly harm the Life of both
People and Ecosystem... (EU should consider, that if they ban such possibly-harmful technology in
Brussels, you would probably not desire having it nearby you either...)
That “Greta movement” is (((their))) current misdirection, a very grave one… Did you consider, that
our high-melanine evolutionary predecessors are better shielded against radiation? Is it an effort to
get selectively rid of lighter people, or are they just greedy of bucks from 5G deployment and carbon
extortion payments? It is connected to the present climate hysteria very probably not only by
temporary coincidence… I am not any radiation expert, but I’ve seen radiation experts highly
troubled about this and I am concerned also… If you think it’s off-topic on “Zionist Conspiracy” talk,
then consider, that they did not make “Extinction Rebellion” for vain, and if jews and their stooges
cry wolf so loud, better go find, what are they hiding by making you look somewhere else… (Or did
they just want to connect those two words swapped as a warning??) (Is it needed to tell, that Greta
Thunberg is just a doll and role-player...? Of cause such a movement was contrived and boosted by
someone else... It is very instructive about how they actually work, by placing frontmen or in this
case even a witless frontgirl to represent true masters behind the scene...)
(Soros is supporting the Left to completely distort it, turn it against the nation and it’s people instead of against
oligarchs, and that makes all good people defend exact opposite of their interests, the globalist bankster
capitalism. That way you forgot, that there existed “conservative left” and that there existed “right-wing
nationalist socialism”, after all “patriotism” is a kind of “socialism” or “society cohesion” too, the only right
one… And after all, Trump is more socialistic than any other candidate in that race was, being voted for mainly
by central red-necks and northern blue-collars, while most of white-collars, academia, jews and their stooges
rooted for bankster puppet Hillary – could it be more obvious, which of the candidates better defends “we the
people” and workers in particular? “We the People” is an essence of true socialism, realization it’s not “me” or
"him" but “us”, what matters, but Soros-Left and “Democrat” totalitarians are just a “fight someone else”
deception… And of cause, true Democratic Socialism is not prefering harmful minorities against a majority, and
it is not about gibsmedats, it should be about Society well-being... Here just to explain, why they've most
probably confused you about what is Right and what is Left, and what is Good and what is Wrong... Educate
yourself about political compass, a 2D political spectrum, in order that you may not be so easily manipulated by
propaganda...)

------And a possible nuclear war. We the World ultimately need INF2 or some other treaties, since no-one
beside millitary-industrial complex gangsters and possibly those, who want to exterminate the world,
may desire uncontrolled arms-race with so huge and undesirable side-effects. Fighting a fight on
civilians is a war crime, isn't it? So even if you need the arms against such as ISIS, you need to make
them as precise as possible, but nuclear is quite the opposite, it is a tool to wage war by harming
civilians by a nuclear fallout... It would often be good to prevent war criminals instead of personally
sentencing few of their pawns and middle-figures afterwards... It's necessary to understand the MAD
doctrine, that prevents clashes between geopolitical rivals by raising their price too high, but that
does not mean uncontrolled and exhausting arms-race...
Then just a note about gene-editing (CRISPR) used to make some super-people specie - who needs
that ? Do you want to be replaced or ruled by some new artificial specie and become obsolette ?
Allowing this today is bringing harm to your children some time in future...
I'm not sure, what else do they plan otherwise...
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11 / 14 - Luciferian plan
(a side-note: since Moderator of that forum is blocking these posts anyway, being either blackmailed or a blackhat trap or just
a moron or scared (in that order of probability), I rather need not be restrained by auto-censorship to measure the text by his
perspective and a request to stay tight on the topic... as I've been notified about "Apocalyptic Theft" and warned about
possible "unintended consequences", the possible readers should stay calm, until the serie is finished... I'm sorry that I didn't
prepare or plan this better... As a christian, I do not steal, while feeling other's feelings (it's called Empathy), I'm trying not to
harm others. But I did steal some quite unusual toys, like a Big Bang, half of the Bible and some Legends, and even what I'll
not tell you now but that theft could not be bigger from human level, so now I've also stolen them their planned "Apocalypse",
hopefully so... But you do understand, that I do not intend to Steal, but to Help the Good or Just... As you may understand, the
Good and Just is not always Pleasant, and since women are mostly not capable of selecting Lesser Evil, they try to select No
Evil Now, while thus bringing Worse Evil Later, that is a reason, why at the Head must be foremost the Reason, while knowing,
that Love and Feelings belong to the Heart. Patriarchy is a collective Love and Protection of Women and Children by Men, and
you were just deceived into thinking or shrieking the Opposite.)

Recently I came across a key proof of planning of 9/11 and it goes somewhat more deep in the past
than previously thought… (and I found it by that card XVI, while already knowing there are some
inscriptions on that card) If you hypothetically found written on a wall of a pyramid written “9 11
2001 harm tower in New York”, there are just two possibilities – a miracle prophecy, which is most
probably impossible or at least not with such precision, or someone has read and then implemented
it. But if you find that written on judeomasonic (I rather tend to write Luciferian, which is just a
synonym) plan of menaces, and you need to understand hebrew to read it, it is case-closed… (The
"Arabs did it" is just their usual misdirection or displacement of guilt onto someone else...)
Why has no one mentioned Shmitah in all end-less 911 discussions ? (Unlike recent rabbinical
disinformation, Shmitah is not whole seventh year, but just the year-end at september…)
Deuteronomy 15 writes:
From the end of seven years you shall make a fling-down (shmitah). And this is the
manner of the fling-down: To fling down every master (Baal) drawing out (Mosheh) his
hand, which forgets in his friend, will not come near his friend and his brother, because it
is called fling-down for LORD (Iehova, not Jahweh!). That foreigner you will harass, and
which will be your, your brother your hand will fling down.
As encoded on Tarot cards of Rider Waite (which is the first coloured tarot
deck and this one is most probably used by those Luciferians), every seven
years they make some disaster on the Shmitah around september, and the
plan fits on four or five other events, including killing Czar, releasing Hitler,
bombing Hiroshima and taking down WTC. And about four major financial
crises, including 2008 one. Then in september 2015 the peak of migrant
wave into Europe (on a card, where brown dog came to howl onto Moon and
white dog is righteously angry at him, and if you consider it insulting to
compare people to dogs, that's how (((they))) think about us...). The
following items on the plan are even more grim...
Decoding the card “Tower”, falling on september 2001, all colored pictures
there are horizontally mirrored hebrew words like “apostasy”, “hell”,
“fornication”, “satan”. The only non-word image is CROWN and lightning at
the top. If you horizontally mirror “crown”, you get “N’W ‘ORK”, if you mirror
XVI, you get 11 IX... (Beside all other reasoning of 9 and 11 having role in
Kabbalah...)

(this is my "artistic" modification, that the figures on cards are dressed,
angel's horns removed, and some faces are added to the events...)
More description and some meme pictures at http://pialpha.cz/tarot.html,
which also includes the original tarot picture with some nude figures and
without photos, but including my descriptions ...
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So now I think, that they've planned to introduce Noahidism or some false jewish "messiah" at
Shmitah of 2022, (note the red communist flag, a "newborn" even if adult man in reality), when
Christian Putin leaves office and could be replaced by someone much worse, when Trump could be
already ousted out at 2020 due to brainwashing of most of american people by their liar Fake News
Media (cnn and alike), or even sooner by a Coup by treasonous snakes at House and Senate, called
"Democrats", because they are totally undemocratical, (even quite probably same as with
introducing the Federal Reserve when most Republicans leaved to Christmas?), (or possibly does Mr.
Trump cooperate with these masonic plans? Who knows? Most probably not, since otherwise they
would not strive that much to get rid of him...), and possibly replaced by some nice but weak doll or
even worse by some toad-like monster...
First that Noahidism would look peacefully, wrapped in some "candies", only to exterminate White
people at 2029 on following Shmitah... (That is what I see drawn on the cards, while considering, how
past events related to the pictures...)
Do you think, that Luciferians can plan Resurrection on some specific date? No. Do you think the
people are rising from graves on that card XX, or descending there? And are you sure the Luciferians
would interpret it same?
People on that card XX, painted in white color and descending into graves or raising from there, are
shaped into hebrew word  רשעrasha "wicked". Did you notice, how in all American (((media)))
they've tried to shift the blame from themselves onto the "White" people? Or to Rossiya they call
Russia and shift all their guilts onto it? And to complete their chucpeh, (((they))) are same "light" or
"white" people as us... (While considering, that "Niger" is just spanish for "Black", then "White" and "Niger"
are both exactly same level of wrong color designations. African people are not black, they are darker or brown.
European people are not white, they are lighter or pink. White is for example paper, not a human. How dares
someone in media talk about racism and simultaneously about "white" people, or the W-word ? And no, we are
not "white supremacists", we are just collectively better and it can be proved statistically, so that claiming the
opposite is a lie. But "collectively better" or "collectively worse" does not mean, that someone of that group is
better than everyone from other group! Although no one is average, in average you most often meet average
man. Then it is beneficial to be able to look onto that average in statistical data... That is what we are missing in
Europe - fair racial statistics, and thanks to Americans we can see it there, where the statistics are fair, and not
lying by omission of important cathegories...)
(A short note about Tarot, which is reverse of Torah, consider, that the problem is Shmitah, not Tarot or
numerology. But as a tool for divination, it is better to randomly open a Bible and read and think, how it relates,
than thinking about complicated meaning of some few pictures having rather only a simplistic set of
possibilities... Then also consider, who and how do you ask for an advice in your "divination"...
Becoming a (voluntary) servant of bad powers usually leads to bad ends...)

--About 911
All the admirable efforts of myriads of Architects were absolutely ignored by the Media and
Government, because that would turn it unstable, or because (((they))) were just afraid? But what do
you strive to gain by the Trial ? Revenging on some few pawns of the Dark Lords ? Or even punishing
few old Lords or an opportunist rat called "Lucky", most of whom are not at your hands, some at
London City, some at Switzerland mountains (most probably near Basilei? "Basilei" means "Kingdom"
in greek, and Basilei in Switzerland is a seat of BIS central bank...) and who knows where else? While
keeping all the rest of that Octopus alive... You don't solve a problem of rogue commitee by
punishing a chairman and few of their hitmen... But fear of that Trial makes them resolved to hold the
Power, both Governmental and of the Media, as tight as possible, as was originally with another ritual
magic event, the Kennedy murder - that probably introduced their necessity to perpetually block the
investigations... Both of these two events among else must be Pardoned on this exceptional
occasion, so that the system can be healed from those, who grasp the power out of fear of
punishment or "loosing face", or they just fear of revenge from their bosses... These events, Kennedy
murder and 911 WTC are roots of american political evil, and guilt from these events must be
pardoned... You could not touch master-minds of those events anyway, just striking some of their
stooges - and what is that really good for...? It is good for telling, that Media Liars are Liars... Now you
now that anyway... While some were conspiring, others were just afraid, because they would loose
the job, if they've blown the whistle...
911 was not "inside job", but some of the government structures have cooperated, while after the
events, rest of the government structures prefered to work for other good or bad of the society, while
keeping silence about that, what almost everyone now knows. I'm just telling you, that the "King is
Naked", and it's not only Kennedy murder and 911.
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But from now on, when people would realize that, and when Media and Governmental structures
would need not be afraid of punishment or of revenge of black lords, they should have no more
reason to lie, and everyone would recognize that, who still lies...
Some of the Media figures just blindly believed the propaganda, some were afraid. You
underestimate the evilness of the Dark Lords, if you think some of the Media people should have
been more brave to tell aloud, what everyone knows anyway, just to get punished... (and more so, if
there was that "inside job" misdirection hanging around against wrong culprits in order to make them
toe the line)
Did I explain you the necessity of Pardon (forgiving) of these past crimes ?
While I think, that GHWB was hiring assassins on Kennedy murder or possibly organizing that, and
while I think GWB ultimately knew about the 911 in advance, they are both just middle-level figures
in that chess-play...
And since there is a stalemate in american politics - don't you see it? - I'm telling you, how that can
be solved: Paint all the figures Gray. Trust no one, healthily Doubt everyone, and compare what who
says with multiple view-points. Many people quite shamelessly lie and it is naive to believe, what a
TV host or a politician says. Then paint few figures White, who should help to clean the rest.
--About FBI {this part needs to be re-wised, rewritten or removed... it is my idea of some solution, which may not
be much wise or viable... It is an example of a theocratic solution of a democratic crisis...}
Then, the most powerful domestic agency must not be a Mighty Gangster, and it must be Mighty.
I suppose that in USA that should be FBI, correct me if I'm wrong. But even some of the crooked
agents may be beneficial for the nation, it would be pitty to loose their abilities. Best if they could be
moved to some rogue agency like CIA? And on some sections it may be good just to swap the roles
between chief and his deputy, because they have abilities and knowledge needed for their
positions... You just cannot staff all those agencies with street-level people instead of current agents.
Then the same holds for Justice, best to swap between chief and deputy, if some of them may be
trusted. If the Law Enforcement becomes weak and destabilized, it gives a lot of freedom foremost to
the gangsters, which no one reasonable can desire, it may be even worse than current Rogue
Enforcement against the right people. And it needs an independent and effective oversight.
I suggest such castling of untrustworthy agents... Who is crooked there? Don't you see gangsters,
like Mueller not recusing from supposed Russian influence investigation, if it was him, who
exonerated Clinton of Uranium One bribery by Russians? And a Parliament silent about this obvious
flaw? And a rogue provincial judge with political agenda on mind may not have a power to block
executive order of President in a field of National Defence, like was a case with Hawaii district judge
blocking Trump's executive order about immigration for many months, even if it took mere ten
minutes of reading to be clear Mr. Trump was right and that judge was wrong...
I do not know the rest. I suggested a solution, to select a committee of some 11 of most honest of
Senators or Congressmen, (hoping you have at least such amount of absolutely honest and
uncorruptible people there?), who already passed democratic elections, and who would decide,
which positions to swap or how to deal with that mess. Chief of an Agency is responsible for his staff,
and some agencies would change a Chief. I'm not going to name the names at all levels. I'm just
going to suggest you, that those 11 righteous deputies not of single "color" should be selected by a
consensus of three people, who I consider absolutely honest, and they've prooved that sufficiently by
standing upright even when it was very unprofitable for them. Of cause many others did, but I'll
name just three, since I do not know the Senators and Congressmen enough to name among them,
while considering, that most of the Senate and Congress were Bought by AIPAC or other lobbies.
It should not be right-wing coup, and neither a revenge. But you must make Agents of Power really
squeeky-clean as much as possible, while now some of them are obviously rogue. And you cannot
staff these agencies by all new-commers (some, but not all), because they are not competent
enough, and the agencies may not become destabilized or weak...
The three wise and honest people I'll name, that can have absolute trust, are Ron Paul, David Duke,
and to ballance it from the left side, Noam Chomsky. They will not explain their decision, not to blame
someone, and they should decide in consensus. (Then the Senators may decide by majority... Majority (not
necessarily all) of those Senators would be either PoC or not be circumcised and they can prove to themselves
on a toilet privately, possibly not telling publicly, which of them is that majority. Not only for this reason, but
dealing with this Power Structure is not a task for women... Because Power is task for Men, while Beauty and
Love is task for Women. Because men have reason above feelings, and women have feelings above reason,
which does not tell, how much of that reason or feelings there is. It is caused among else by a different neuron
wiring in brain (different proportion of inter-hemisphere or intra-hemisphere neuron connections) and different
composition of hormones... And women are more often revengeful and irrational...)
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As an exception to this rule I suggest selecting Tulsi Gabbard, who is very honest and brave and has
dealt with power structures in the past, it is excellent to have her as a Congresswoman, while she is
weak to be a President of world's strongest superpower... A weak ruler is much more easily
manipulated from behind the scene, that is why jews introduced Feminism in first half of 20th
century and are so strongly lobbying for it...
I've been writing about this solution in a bigger detail last year in my native language, but the book
is a structured 4D-text and would not be easy to translate all and it would be much talkative into this
Article anyway...
As I didn't have a chance to consult this with the three people I named, they are free to reject such
role. For two of them accompanied by another honest man I've already planned another role beside
that... As a substitute, if one of first two rejects that, I suggest Jeff Sessions or Tucker Carlson, who
are both very fair men too. Why don't you see it yourselves ? (By which I don't mean there are no
other fair men, but I do mean, that everyone accusing these of maliciousness was himself
malicious...) And they know your Senators and Congressmen much better than me. Who was not
corrupted and easily bought ? (Because those I've named have in common, that they've stood on
their righteous positions, even if it was unprofitable... If you doubt, why Jeff Sessions, watch
"Zero Tolerance" serie by Breitbart, because these people strive for your survival and not to be
replaced by foreign folks...)
If you are a cultural atheist, this is the castling from Harry Potter serie. If you are rational man, you
should admit, that there is probably no better solution at hand to cleanup the rogue parts of FBI
agency and Judges at this moment, since the conventional cleanup has failed recently and not once.
If you are christian, you should acknowledge, that we should be Righteous, not Revengeful. We (or
you) need to move ahead and not to make some ultimate chaos...
(If I could discuss that solution in advance with anyone... Probably this is just a fiction, but what
solution can be adviced to make the rogue agencies of power more clean and righteous?)
--About current Impeachment Circus against honest Mr. Trump by absolute Liars, which seems to me
as a very dangerous event, - is it all only about that call to Ukrainian president ? If Biden makes a
gangster extortion call to stop due criminal prosecution, then Trump may make a honest and friendly
call to suggest due investigation and relieve Ukrainians from the former blackmail... There was
absolutely nothing wrong about the Trump's call (as was released on transcript later), and there was
absolutely nothing right about Bidens' deeds in that very same case. But problem is not one crooked
Biden... Why is your Parliament obstructed by such evidently blatant Liars ? (it's an evidence of a
symptom so clearly visible as it hardly can be more clear)
Then to mention AIPAC, that Hydra, that actually controlls USA (there see their own short video below
a carricature) and by their arm the World. "American-Israel" in their name means a dual loyalty, or
rather a foreign loyalty only, which can be considered a treason. They control most of both chambers
of Parliament, because no one dares to oppose them, because if Money wins the Elections, than
a lobby who can suggest all significant donors to fund your opponent in next race is effectively
controlling them all...
(If you think it's an "anti-semitism" to say that, then ask, why saying the Truth is called
"anti-semitism" today ?!)
12 / 14 - What Israel does right
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But then consider, that the middle-eastern state of Israel, (which is rogue by necessity, while being in
a rogue neighbourhood), actually does many things right:
Multiculturalism is undesired, having walls proportionate to necessity, banning discussion of politics
in non-political university lectures, ban of miscegenation, which is a (softer) form of genocide, shekel
is probably issued by the government and not by banks (but it's just money and you can live with
current system), an ethno-state with strong support for it's ethnic, and possibly some other policies,
which international jews (Globalists) and their stooges and those brainwashed by them prevent us
implementing elsewhere... We can learn some good policies from Israel, while rejecting other ones...
They’ve sent muslims to Europe and America just to divert people’s wrath from jews somewhere
else, and make our brawl just a divide and conquer tactic. Here it’s sometimes told by the woken
ones, that “If you hear someone complain loud against muslims, he’s probably not far from the
Wailing Wall”. (And because a fragmented society is more easily controlled ...)
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The dancing israelis of 911, their main purpose was to get captured and utter that sentence
“We are not your problem, Palestinians are your problem”, an almost exact opposite of the truth as
is custom of jews, and plant it deep into american subconsciousness, and taking photos and highfiving was just an ostentatious stunt to get catched. USS Liberty is also a known example of this
tactic, which on that particular occasion failed. Vietnam war intensification by Johnson was among
else a misdirection from Six-day war, beside need to spend the bombs, prepared for Europe and
Soviets, somewhere else instead. And so on... “By way of Deception shall you Conquer” is not said in
vain, you all and me just do not appreciate enough the depth of various of their deceptions.
But now think – whole ruse of that middle-eastern jewish state is probably just a misdirection to turn
people away from the problem of international jews (in the sense that Churchill explained this term),
trotskyists and traitors in our own ranks: “Look, globalist jews are not so big problem, there is a
monster in the middle east!” (that neocons are all jews many people know, but an information, that
they are just turn-coat trotskyists was new to me also)... It's not all of jews living in our lands, who
are bad or evil, just a non-trivial portion of them... (Some of them are just people as all of us, some
are decadent, (if you knew, that most of various decadencies comes from jews originally and is
perpetrated by them), and only a minor part of them is really evil...)
That way, while most people sleep or abhor any fighting at all, most of woken people fight just a
shadow and puppets of the real threat, a wrong target…
Among reasons for building that ostentatiously rogue middle-eastern state of Israel in Levant seems
to me quite important this Misdirection - look, there is a "monster" in the middle east, we here are
not your problem...
Consider, that BDS (boycotting Israel) is absolutely wrong, same as other american economic
terrorism (now most obvious against Iran, Russia and Venezuella). About BDS wrongness - it's much
better for us here, if the jews stay in Israel and do not return to Europe and USA due to economic
hardships or millitary insecurity. Middle East is not our problem here, as long as it stays in Middle
East... While noting, that they should not be that rogue, most of which is just to play a theatre of
rogueness...
Some people tend to claim on Venezuela example, how bad is a socialism, but instead it is a
testimony, how bad it is for civilian people, if someone is targetted by economic terrorism... We here
do not want to turn Israel into Venezuela poorness, so that the jews would be escaping from there
here...
Then consider Iran, probably the most righteous of muslim countries (which is why the Liars claim it
is worst), not much is seen here about their internal successes or faults... But they stir hatred of their
own people against USA and Israel, but that is because of the economic hardships imposed on their
civilians, so they need to make people understand, who is the culprit of their hardships. I think, that
not harming Iran's civilians economically should lead to significant reduction of their hatred against
USA and Israel...
Israel's Golan heights is "fait-accompli", same as Russian Krymea is "fait-accompli", there is no way
back in these cases against will of people living there. Borders have been changing in history often.
Here in Europe the liars should consider, that capturing Golan heights was anexation, while Krymea
was self-determination of People against remote center turning fascists after Maidan coup, and so
mentioning one as "anexation" without the other is lying by omission.
I even suggest Egypt to bargain and sell Sinai to Israel, and Jordan could sell them some territory
also. Americans and possibly Europe should help Israel with paying for that, if that would help to
resolve jewish settler problems in Middle East, if some of them would leave our lands. Israel is good
in developping irrigation and cultivating fields on an almost-desert, they could even be selling this
technology to neighbour Arab states or Africa some times in near future. Muslims of Middle East,
please wait a while, jews in Israel will help to turn your dry lands into gardens also some time in the
future, when they will develop their irrigation techniques to export them...
About Palestinians, there are two different kinds, one in Gaza concentration camp prison, one on
"West Bank". You could exchange the rogues of West Bank and put them into Gaza prison, and allow
moderates from Gaza camp to go into Jordan or possibly West Bank. While jews together with mild
Palestinians in Jerusalem and Bethlehem should be custodians of historical sites and museums, but
there is no place for Palestinian fighters in Israel land in Levant.
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-----Then the supremacist jews should consider, that " גויםgoyim" means "proud ones", unjustly proud
(haughty) ones, from " גוהpride, arogance"... All you read about "goyim" in Bible is actually about the
supremacist jews today, past times are long since past, and you were confused by rabbis into
thinking opposite... You are not better people than any other "white" people, you are one of us, more
so that many have just converted to judaism in medieval times, it's only a rabbinic deception,
invented mostly in Talmud, to make you serve their evil plans of their revenge against christians...
Remember, that being a voluntary servant of evil often leads to bad ends anyway...

יהודי גוים עתה וטפם אולי יטיבו

(Jews are goyim now, but their children may become better...) (If someone wants to insult
a supremacist jew by a truth or opinion, copy rightmost three words via clipboard...)
Consider, that " עבודת כוכביםAvodot Kokavim" of Mishna (or early Talmud?) was originally meant as
"services to stars" including Israel star and Communist star and others, and " עבודה זרהAvodah
Zarah" was meant as a "foreign loyalty" - everyone should be foremost loyal to his home-land...
Consider, that your former forbidding conversion from judaism to christianity under death penalty
was foremost, so that none will "spill the beans" (tell others about rabbinic plans)... I did that as a
non-jew, so now you do not have this reason to continue such ban...
-------

{I just don't care about China much, they would not listen to me anyway... Just to note, that various of their
"toys" are just reducing you to bio-robots, unspiritual people... Consider, that in "being a robot", a machine is
usually better than you, but in "being a spiritual human" the machines cannot compete... It's not worth to strive
to be more robotic than actual robots...}
(EU or USA should consider, that public wearing of rabbinic suit with black hat or claiming adherence
to murderous judaism is much worse, than public display of swastikas or admiring Hitler, while you could
possibly tolerate foreign envoys of this state, while understanding that with this position they are your enemies,
not friends, and these envoys should not come here to bargain privately to peddle some conspiracies...)

13 / 14 - Violent solution is not possible
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You, and American people foremost, should consider this:
You must not solve this by fighting! It's vain to come shoot one Synagogue or anyone else, it will
not help anything. It would just escalate to the civil war and they would kill hundreds of millions of
Americans as final outcome, no one reasonable can desire that... Consider, that most of you live in
wooden huts not in vain, it was an evil masonic plan to make the whole-scale rebellion ineffective
and greatly costly of innocent lives...
While you could (but don't do it!) shoot few of their stooges, the Evil Lords are out of your reach
anyway, and their revenge could possibly be quite painful...
This crisis has a solution only on Ideological level, you cannot solve that by shooting anyone... (Only
God could do that by striking them all at once, as is suggested in Exodus, if he decides so... No
people can achieve that...) It is necessary to abandon judaism supremacy and various satanic or
luciferian (masonic) ideologies without harming individual jews or bosses, even if they would deserve
that punishment, but it is not viable to deliver such punishments without significant very undesired
side-effects...
I'm declaring the Pardon of their former crimes, if they will cease to commit them further, because
it is not possible to solve it another way...
About their unjust gains, which give them great economic advantage, I've suggested they would
return half of it to The People, possibly by rewriting half of the stocks onto the State, while not
harming ordinary artisans or retiree funds, and remiting of half of state debts, but I'm not sure about
viability and possible economic consequences of that, since I do not understand economy that much
and could not consult this with an economer about possible pros and cons. It is sort of a jubile from
Lv25:10 or elsewhere, remiting of half of debts, considering stocks are a debt to the investors and
you need investors for your economy to thrive... You cannot come to steal them all, a compromise is
needed. I'm not sure, what is acceptable and what is not... (But after all, it's just money and that is
always less important than survival of your children...)
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If you feel like commiting another Kristall-nacht, do not break any real shop-windows this time, just get rid of
their virtual shop-windows on your own screen, which are unrequested advertisements and other annoyances...
I offer you using my open-source tool of personal DNS filter (and if anti-virus shall block that tool as an alleged
virus, then ask some high-school programmer to write it anew from that example, it's just three days or three
weeks of work of a skilled programmer). But consider, that you do not want to harm your merchants or
producers by a boycott, it could lead to a depression similar to 1930's... Then consider, that it breaches DNS
neutrality, and (((they))) can use that to block undesired opposition, either domestic or geopolitical. That should
be banned. My tool or idea gives a personal freedom for a user to tell, what he does not desire, while such tool
applied by network provider is limiting users, what they cannot read, it is same means used for an opposite
purpose... (And consider, that they can detect that by reader not downloading their advertisement scripts, it
may need to be rewised to download them anyway and discard... Or building that into the Firefox or other webbrowsers, we just need a user-customizable wild-card DNS filter... Consider, that unrequested advertisement is
often a psychological poison to induce low desires in you, and it is unfair against people, but it provided some
livelihood for content producers (journalists), but as Oligarchs pulled out that type of income from their political
opposition, then it is tenable to retaliate appropriately... Consider, that an independent news media should not
depend on Bad Oligarch benevolence either... (And it's somehow different, if the web-site sells own products and
delivers ads from own server...) Sponsor by crowd-funding your favourite alt-media, so that it may become
independent... Or stop reading them, if they harm you psychologically by their ads... And while most of websites log you to Google Analytics, who build your personal profile to sell it for advertisement purposes, that can
be blocked also. Google, you forgot about your former logo: "Don't be evil" !) Then consider, that confirming
cookie usage or web-site extorting you to click something first before reading it, more so if it is provided by a
third-party server, is just a tool to log you reading that type of site, and to detect, that a human is reading that
and it is not an automated download... Almost every server uses cookies, and a need to confirm that is a breach
of your privacy, so request your deputies to relieve you from this... Consider, that Microsoft became very
insolent to log you pressing windows flag key by sending an automated request to it's bing.com, and where-ever
you switch on your notebook, it starts to log your presence there by each 5 minutes requesting something, until
you leave from there... Which is a severe breach of user privacy...
(This is a virtual kristall-nacht, giving people freedom while not harming your petty local shoppers, who are not
members of that Evil Elite anyway...)

------While the MAD (mutually assured destruction) has been preventing Cold War turning Hot in 20th
century, preventing Americans and Russians to fight each other, it is not sufficient now, when the
Evil Elite would not hesitate to destroy both Americans and Russians and Asians... If you knew, how
the air circulates, it does not mix among hemispheres much, while it circulates eastward and about a
month or so it returns back to your place... The evil satanic elite with few selected servants will just
lounge on New Zealand (where they've already disarmed local population precisely for this purpose)
or Argentina and wait a decade, until the nuclear fallout would be much less radioactive or sprayed
epidemy would die out. Then they would re-colonize the world from South, they don't call themselves
"Sons of Noe" (Noahides) in vain. Even if you are a jew, but not a member of Elite club with a Ticket
to New Zealand, they would sacrifice you mercilessly... To deter them from doing that, there can be a
MAD2 (or MADMAD?) doctrine, that if they destroy whole North Hemisphere, the dust will be placed
into L1 Lagrangian point to dim sunlight for a century or longer to disinfect Earth by a hundred years
of deep ice age. They are not suicidal and this would prevent them to commit some Noahide
genocide. (Such dust capsule could be parked in L5 Lagrangian point behind Earth track for quite a
long time...) You know the Dark Sun from north mythology, it was left here as a warning or advice...
While I think God can use that too, if hopeless about outcome of this Life on Earth, but that is not
sufficient deterrent against atheists or even satanists... No one shall use it, unless there would be
absolute destruction anyway... As they write in Talmud, that there is no place in the "world to come"
for us normal people (Sanhedrin 90a, Mishna chapter XI), I say, that there is no place in the world to
come for Black Lords of Satanic Elite, because they will turn at least Gray, and if not, there will be no
place in that world for anyone... And you should ban any Elite conferences like Bilderberg or others
taking place on South Hemisphere for precisely this reason, or guard them with prepared nukes
nearby... If you think it's worse than current Nuclear deterrent, that brought 70 years of peace among
geopolitical rivals hating each other, then consider - for who is it worse than present state?
But consider, that (((they))) may pull some trigger of a nuclear or other war also, if (((they))) feel like
having no future and all lost, so you cannot harm them such. (I know, what they most probably have
got for this purpose, but I do not intend to tell it... Their deterrent is grave and you better do not
want to know that more specifically... Send me someone to privately explain that, who shall prove to
you, that it's grave, without telling you, what it is or why he should not explain that either... It's often
better not to know about all scares...) So it is a mutual threat to assure permanent peace...
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------Once I had a dream, and it was very important. I was already locked (unjustly) for a week in a
crank-house without any access to computer, and on the eve of my birth-day, I had such dream:
A boy named "Pike" was going among people, who were waiting for something (and I looked at them
suspecting), he climbed on top of a hill and said: "I relinquish that heritage!", and everyone was
happy and celebrating. A snow-dragon has rised and fell apart as a dust. Then I woke, and was
troubled - should I relinquish my work or what? And asking: "And God, what do you wish?" and I fell
asleep again, and I saw alive scales, just a head like laboratory scales with a weight (plummet)
suspended on it's back, and I aroused again... (That reply has at least four possible explanations and
do not commit some violence because you pick wantonly just the wrong one...) I've felt the dream
somehow important and written a short note about it on paper, then on following days continuing on
that paper with more time-stamped remarks... It was surely "Pike", I remembered it as a "Pike
Electronic", a shop where I've been buying amateur electronics components while young. And I may
prove, that I've seen that name only some weeks ago in a long list of those, who planned the third
world war, as everything I read is saved here... Then after some half a year later, I've been reading
about "Albert Pike", the chief ideologue of luciferian freemasons, and I realized, that the dream was
about him. I consider this a proof of existence of angels or something, that can influence your
dreams, if they decide so. And it was not something petty, it is a solution of this world crisis, nothing
less important... So, you Luciferians, publicly relinquish that heritage, and relieve all your stooges
and those just scared by you from all their lying and hate against us !
While we cannot trust them such relinquishing, if they feel justified by their Kol Nidrei to lie, but
their stooges should - by that you would recognize, that the media lying and freedom of people
would heal to be much better...
But you, people, learn, how easily you were misleaded into believing them all their lies, and they
even intensified them last time over the Impeachment of Trump, and now will trash that and
continue empty lying in less important things ? You, people, must learn to compare opposing
view-points and do not trust anyone, verify everyone's opinions! Do not believe them their
propaganda so easily... Measure everything foremost by what is good for your children... Or do not
care about politics and rely upon someone else watching and verifying, but then you must not be an
easily misused hystericaly crying throng, if you are just brainwashed by one side of the debate... And
women are more susceptible in this, as was proved on american campuses and streets... You must
compare multiple view-points, (because Truth is often 3D and cannot be reduced into flat picture
from one view-point), before letting you be misused by the wrong ones for their purposes... In Europe
it was chiefly a rusophoby hysteria, in USA it was both rusophoby, anti-racism and all the blind fight
against Trump in recent years.
Christians, open book of Revelation and read 19:20-21. It is not a prophecy, it is a warning, how it will
come out, if things turn wrong. (That false prophet is fake-news MSM...) No one reasonable may
desire such nuclear war. If jews will start to slaughter Americans or vice versa, this is what shall
follow - Russians or Chinese, you may not allow jews slaughtering Americans and turn America into a
strong-hold of trotskyist-like slaughterers. (When their plan to export Revolution from poorest
European state of that time, which was Russia, has failed, they've retried by capturing the strongest
instead to export their World Dominance from there...) If it turns wrong, you americans deserved it
for allowing them to lie so long, and jews with their stooges for being so evil and decadent. And you
have been warned by Jer11:11 recently... It is a warning, what could follow, if you were bad. While
I think jews would deserve that, it would have many many innocent victims and it may not be
desired. Europe and Russia should consider, that it takes about a week for air from America to flow
into Europe and few more days to flow into Russia and Asia, it is MAD to allow to turn it that way...
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14 / 14 - Little Boy and Fat Man
This summer, when I discovered the figure 6e6 in the book of revelation in 13:18, I've written about it
in a liberal christian forum as a comment on that verse, but when accused of anti-semitism,
I clarified that and argued little more and whole topic was soon erased... But as I understood the
importance of that information, I've returned few days later and placed there just a bare nucleus
(core) of that message without any politically incorrect explanations, and I posted it at August 6th at
8:15 local time to underscore that information by Hiroshima anniversary, which is called "Little Boy".
Continued to archive it at 8:15 UTC, and to post it on 4chan on 8:15 american eastern time and talk
almost until 8:15 american western time. And I had only few seconds or few minutes each time to
select a thread to use for that. Discussions on 4chan are usually quite fast and they fade away within
an hour and must be feeded with more comments and possibly pictures, or they fade away even
sooner, so that my discussion there has little quality and is rather spontaneous... Then, to complete
it symmetrical, what to post on Nagasaki anniversary, which is called "Fat man"? I've selected the
second most important verse of book of Revelation that is not understood yet, considering it a
"bombshell" information, and it is Revelation 9:19 with explanation "Genetic poison". And again, on
August 9th 11:00 local time in that forum, on 11:00 UTC archived, on american eastern time and
then on american western (California) time on 4chan. Both of these are so important informations for
the Good of the World that I decided to underscore them even by nuclear bomb anniversaries, if they
were keeping to ignore them... And I've swapped them, the more important Fat Man was first, and
just a Little Boy came later... ( >>222010651, >>222405283, >>222424418 )
I realized the comparision with the Tarrant's deed on New Zealand sometime in between, as I've
been formerly both analyzing that fiercely censored video deception and remarking on blunders,
scattered in his deceptive manifest, which was only partially right but was an attempt to lure guerilla
partisans to come out to get them captured, but as the group behind him has shot mere two
mosques and harmed people physically, I've dropped nuclear bombs twice over half of the world only
virtually to help the people, while harming no one with that.
That picture with black-hat-pyramid (with a slight difference) I dropped into the 4chan forum just to
keep the thread "alive" and not fading away. I made that art-piece earlier on June and it expresses
the "One ring that rules them all", the ring of various subversions and world rulers, and expresses
the Luciferian pyramid on dollar bank-note, and relation of "Avodot Kokavim" or "Services of stars"
and "Avodah Zarah" or "Foreign service", when I found it in Talmud hebrew text, that there is not
"Idolatry", but these two instead... If I wanted to intentionally drop it on Yellowstone mountain 8:15
local time there, I would not drop it at 8:14 and would be more precise, I just needed to pick some
art-piece to attach it beside the talks and had few seconds or a minute to pick something from my
folders... But then, when I thought about it later, I realized it's actual importance...
I've been writing in between almost continuously, sleeping some mere six hours total over five days
and four nights... And "The Day After" after the first deed was a Judgement Day, not only but also to
strike-out these bad popular legends as fulfilled, do not wish for "The Day After" and "Judgement
day", as it was planted into popular sub-consciousness, these already happened virtually. And I later
realized, that it was a deed of me, Son of Man, coming from computer Uranus, which means heaven,
from one side of the sky until the other at one time, one local time different on each place, and the
Stars (Avodot Kokavim) were falling... I didn't think much about it, as it happened, only later realized
that... Do you expect some multi-media show for Mt24 from World Powers like NASA or RosCosmos
instead ? Maybe they've got something such prepared, I do not know, I fulfilled that just virtually and
unintentionally... While I do not know, what Lord God and Jesus in Heaven have prepared, but if you
will be waiting for God to make that visibly on sky, you may be waiting too late and get swept by
Noahides, that fault has been done by Ester's Persians already...
After that first post of 6e6 figure, I walked around to show it to the doubting Thomas, but he was not
there, as almost everyone has left this place at that time, and I've showed him just few days later,
because he didn't believe and fiercely opposed, when I've been trying to explain them a simple 2D
political spectrum before EU elections, and because otherwise he is quite intelligent man, he was just
brainwashed by propaganda as many other people. Only some time later I've realized, that I've been
going to show him the "stigma" letters and how it evolved... No, he kept doubting and even did not
read that much, so I've abandoned an idea to explain such things to local people here, if even most
intelligent of them here was not able to understand it... Then, some fourty and few days later, I made
an ascension onto the "Czech heaven" theatre play stage, to give rose flowers after the theatre and
kiss a princess, who has been playing king Venceslas role, and even if that symbolical deed did not
work, I abandoned further strives, until later reading Ron Unz review articles, which inspired me to
continue writing about important things on a better platform.
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And as I know your dogmas and expectations: No, I am not Jesus Christ, that was here and most
probably will not return (J16:10), Son of Man is not Son of God, while I explain this as a Fractal mirror,
that may repeat on various levels or times in future, I am not sure, what God has in his plans... This
article text is a judgement of false supremacist Judaism ruling the world, that shell perish or be
abandoned, while it's adherents can stay alive, or better should move to Israel in Levant... Of the sin,
that you did not believe in God, I've written formerly a proof of existence of God or "something" of
that kind, the proof does not tell, what He is, or His Angels... Some were expecting an end of time
coming soon, but I do tell you, that such a superstition leads to ecological irresponsibility. If you
understand ΑΩ, who was at the beginning and will be at the end of time, I'm telling you, that the end
of time is in infinity, and now it was only a middle, thereby changing that to ΑΣΩ, as I explained last
year in more detail in my native language.
As I know your legends about "Kingdom without end", I AM an analytic and ideologue, not executive
and not a legislator, and I am mere mortal individual. And you cannot have same rules or rulers for
different kinds (tribes) of people. But I do suggest you a simple and effective upgrade of
Representative Democracy, that will ensure, that only those with fresh Trust of the people will be
their Deputies, when anyone would be able to retract his vote any time and give it to someone else,
if he does not trust his current deputy, while still allowing people to be protected by anonymity. That
will bring the deputies to Responsibility quite fast and prevent them making vain promises. It is in
much more detail described in my native language in an open forum, a very good platform for
discussions. Consider, that Direct Democracy is a rule of the Average, and the average people do not
have time to study all contexts and do not understand economy so much, so it would be rather a rule
of bad Media, who wag-the-dog of people. While Representative Democracy is a rule of Elite, who
devotes all time to the task of learning contexts and discuss with opponents. But in current state, the
Elite is not Responsible to The People, but to the Donors, whose Money has made them be elected,
which brings a rule of Bad Elite instead. My simple upgrade should change that to a rule of Good and
Responsible Elite... And Referendum - someone has to bargain posibilities and write all the texts, and
then the People just can say Yes or No, but that gives too much power to the Burreaucrats, who write
that, what is later confirmed by Referendum. So anyway you need staff Responsible to The People in
those positions... I do not force you to use this solution, I just offer it into further discussion... And
while (((they))) have been striving to make One empire over all of the world, which they could easily
control from behind the scene, I do tell you, that Democracy is possible only Regionally, where
people know and understand their deputies and deputies know their people, and it is not about some
center somewhere very far administratively deciding about regional affairs...
About J16:13, as a physicist I believe in uni-directional flow of time, and if there are some prophecies,
they are most probably just plans of some Angels or Demons to fulfill... But I do know, that not far
from now, a bad Empire shall fall apart. I know when, but I do not know which one (but it's not hard
to guess). You rulers now compete, which one would that be, most ready to fall apart... If I told you
when, good people would not strive to prepare sooner, while bad people would have a time to
prepare and fortify, and since I think that schedule was being implemented by Angels, if I told you
about that, they would probably use another schedule instead... (I may privately explain this further just to prove it's right...)
And you shall not spoil the place where I lived by pilgrimage, it is not a sacred land. My blood is
already homeopathically in an ocean and you can make a pilgrimage to the sea-shores if you wish,
and please keep them cleaner...
About Pope Francis - he made various severe blunders, among which is foremost rooting for
migration. You should wash feet of your servants or people, that help you, and by that the Pope
expressed, who he considers helping him. But as I've proven above, that the migration is an item on
Luciferian plan of Replacement Migration, and then he, the Pope, out of all his blind Love has become
a servant of Luciferians. But in the Head must not be blind Love, in the Head must be a Reason, and
pope Francis should abdicate. And I suggest placing Council veto above the Pope to avoid this in the
future, since a collective of wise men is very usually more Wise and less Corruptible, than an
Individual. I'm not even going to suggest his successor, you have your Conclave for that, and they
shall not elect Me, or at least not in my fourties, elect some wise man in his seventies. (And I knew this
even without Solovjev's warnings...) Just noting, that the Pope must not be Black, not only but mainly because of symbolism.

About religions, a Spiritual Diversity is Good and I am not going to suggest you, which of the religions
is better or worse. (And remember Proverbs 6:16-19) A Good religion is that one, which is still alive in
the place, where you live, such, that makes you more Spiritual Being, singing in Joy to the God and
his Angels, and makes you wish for the personal sanctity, and not for obscenity and disintegration.
You can and should still sing praises to Lord Jesus Christ, who made this civilization much better by
His influence, while some of your songs or chorals expecting end of world would probably need to be
changed... Now it was only a middle, your path toward Jesus in Ω Infinity of Time is long ahead, so
have a Good Journey there...
But as Lord Jesus brought you Peace and Calm, I am somehow introducing you a Chaos, needed to
Wake You Up sooner than too late and to avoid the worst later...
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It would be absurd, if I've told you now to go fighting and killing evil jews or Luciferians, even if some
of them would deserve it, I'm instead explaining even to the atheists, that it is not possible or
desirable, and that it must be Pardoned, if they turn to be better.
What the Judaists will do in their Israel land is their problem, but here on the West or East this
murderous and subversive cult should be forbidden, including male genital mutilation of children,
called circumcision. Although it is a "religious practice", that supremacist religion striving to kill all
others cannot be tolerated in civilized world. Among else, circumcision makes the men less
compassionate, it makes them to indulge in orgies, and the mobsters can show on a toilet to each
other, that they belong to the same mob, even if sitting on opposite sides of table on talks... Upon
children, that were not circumcised, you can recognize, that they were not groomed in this
suppremacist cult while young... Besides, all the talk about circumcission in Bible can be interpreted
in other words, as the verb "circumcise" also means "to speak", and it was just mis-interpreted by
rabbis formerly...
Then, relating to that "little boy", and relating to the 919 in Revelation, and relating to the survival of
diverse species and not mixing them all into arabs (because "Arab" means mixture, and they are
mixture of european and african people, as is evidenced by "Principal component analysis of Human
genetic diversity" chart), because healthy racism is needed to keep people globally diverse, and
because of a "home right", that we Europeans are entitled to keep our lands, while just transfering
our cultures and riches from our ancestors to our children, then for the protection of our European
women and children, the Africans, that want to stay in Europe, should be sterilized. Better return to
Africa now, we do not want to be replaced! Africans are former stage of Evolution between apes and
european light people, as is evidenced by evolution occuring in Africa first, and they are not entitled
to take over the whole world, while they can be tolerated, if they make no harm... While
afro-americans are something little different, because they are carefully picked african Elite by jewish
slave-traders and hardships of those transports and are long since assimilated and domestic, unlike
that invasion, which comes to Europe now, while they in USA still have significantly lower average IQ
(but better than sub-saharan Africans) and are commiting 5x more crimes than lighter people.
I am not going to suggest any solution for afro-americans, they are more americans than africans already... But
as there are significant tensions and unresolved problems, I do suggest a publicly broadcasted serie of
discussions between the three wise men, David Duke, Luis Farakhan and third probably Noam Chomsky or
someone to counter-ballance them from "left" side, while being sufficiently honest and distinguished man to
compete with these two gentlemen and not just hysterically shrieking common PC lies. And you do not
understand the legend of three kings, one of which is black, if you didn't realize, that in this trio, the black one is
Noam Chomsky... It shall be publicly broadcasted to teach people, how a civilized and honest discussion about
racial tensions should look like, and they will not be restricted by political correctness of all those lies, which fill
the media today, but will strive to explain and discuss, how to make current problems better... And to explain to
people, how the media has been lying about these men before... And to teach true "white supremacists", that an
afro-american man can be spiritually high above their spiritual level. And you will be thinking and contemplating
about their conclusions, because they are truely Wise Men. (If they would not live long enough to accomplish
this discussion, let's watch their former videos. A very distinguished gentleman Mr. Farakhan inspired me about
this and earned this position by his 3-hour interview with Alex Jones, whose main word or idea was "Dialogue"...
And they should not make unnecessary diatribes against jews, or as they decide, but it should be foremost
about resolving racial tensions in diverse USA...)

Miscegenation (called race-mixing) is a form of Genocide, replacing genes of your ancestors by
foreign specie genes, and best way to prevent that is by teaching healthy admiration of own kin or
race and scorning on any race-mixing. Miscegenation is a hereditary sin inflicted upon progeny that
cannot be condone. Only healthy racism preserves a true diversity and you were deceived into
thinking opposite. Racism is a kind of Love, as underscored by second most important
commandment Mt22:39 - You shall love your neighbour as yourself. (Actually, the original says: "You shall
love your neighbour similar as you".) Your neighbour or brother in race, in nation, in language or in religion
(Rev 14:6). You should respect all others, that do not harm your own kin. While you can love even
your enemy, more so because he makes you stronger to resist him, but loving enemy of your
neighbours is a Treason, most grave of sins. Absolutely not everyone different than you is your
enemy, only those, that try to harm your neighbours... And anti-racism is a Hateful and Treasonable
tactic to replace and exterminate your children by foreign folks. But you always should try to see the
situation also by the eyes of your opponent to better understand his position and be striving to find a
solution acceptable by both. Best possible Win is a Tie, because that way no one looses absolutely...
I've abbreviated the most important part of my second book and of this deed also by "14!", for which
David Lane, a martyr not yet cannonized, received a sentence of 190 years in prison, just hidden
behind an absurd trial, and if you do not remember it verbally ("We must secure the existence of our
people and a future for white children"), as I do not either, it can be further abbreviated to just 4 "White children must survive". Can you opponents please explain us, what is wrong with this idea?
But the liars have attached 88 onto that (meaning Hitler) and proclaimed it to be worst evil.
And I hereby suggest to remove and discard 88 from that like a spent wrapping paper and unwrap
the "14!", which means survival of your children... (But actually, the liars just pretend that 88
to mean Hitler in order to hide from you the 88 precepts, a very excellent philosophical work...)
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And I hearby tell you, that the africans can have a white soul too, but not if collectively engaging in
that Population Chernobyl (which literally means "Black weed"), which is the exponential growth that
happens in Africa, while the natural regulations have been removed without adjusting the birth-rates,
which is a chain reaction leading to the explosion. This is or will lead to the worst ecological crisis in
progress now. If Merkel says: "we will manage that" - no, you will not. You can only shift the
consequences little more into the future and load it as a heavier burden onto your children... If you
would like to object, how I dare to compare africans to a "weed", they are people also and "we are
equal" ? No, we are not equal, which means zero difference, we are different and unique. A plant
growing on the field, where it does not belong to, is a weed. Both "weed" and "wheat" are plants, but
that does not mean they are equal, and a wheat growing on corn field is a weed also... Read
Mt 13:24-30. Evangelium is not an agriculture handbook, it is about spiritual matters, and also about
ethnic matters. An atheist ecologist should consider habitat of endemic specie damaged by
invasive species, and exponential growth math...
First introduce them woman education, because length of woman education is somehow in reverse
proportion to the birth-rates. Or try to introduce or even force them some anti-conception for
population control, even if it was a vaccination or something like that, or a pink pill, that woman gets
after first child-birth, saying it is a pill for unrestrained love, with a written paper explaining the lifetime anti-conception. You do not understand "lesser evil" enough, if you would like to argue and
oppose this, because current exponential growth leads inevitably to a disaster.
And Africans, escaping consequences of their overbreeding, may not be housed on other continents,
because they bring their overbreeding life-style with them, it's like it is not possible to take into the
walled city a plague-infected man in front of the gates, because he brings the disaster with him
inside. No oppression, various hard-ships and dictators can justify importing African people to
Europe, these are all consequences of their life-style and it would be too easy for a "dictator" to get
rid of surplus of his population by letting them escape elsewhere. Understanding this is a matter of
survival of the civilization, because the exponential growth would fail some time later anyway... We,
people of European origin, are only little responsible for this disaster by introducing them health-care
and peace, while not teaching them anti-conception and proportionality of birth-rates to death-rates
soon enough, but better try to start solving it sooner than too late, because otherwise it would have
to be solved some unpleasant way for the sake of survival of this civilization... No ethnic is entitled to
over-breed above reasonable proportions, this planet is not infinite. But as any biological specie that
starts to overbreed becomes a pest, it is needed to reduce it to reasonable proportions, until it is not
harmful, but not to expunge it completely... And you should strive to achieve such reduction by more
soft means soon, before the necessity would require much more unpleasant means later... (The jews
and their stooges in UN have been ignoring catastrophic overbreeding scenarios, probably because they knew,
that they are going to reduce it soon anyway? Who knows??)

You want to survive collectively, and those, who do not understand that, should have it explained by
someone, who understands, or compeled to adhere to the common civilization survival. You cannot
compel the Black Lords of Judaism or Luciferians (called Freemasons, which are just "virtual jews")
much, it is needed to make a compromise with them. If sub-saharan Africans would not be able to
understand that and more or less voluntarily adhere to the common civilization survival, they would
be compeled and reduced to the appropriate levels, not exterminated, just reduced. Ecology
foremost applies "Collective Guilt" principle and you must understand basic necessities to choose the
"Lesser Evil". So now strive to invent and do not obstruct a "Lesser Evil" for sub-saharan Africans,
before needing to make it worse way later by your children... It's far lesser evil to introduce or even
force them an anti-conception, than to reduce them later some unpleasant way... (While it is possible
to tolerate seven or even more children per family, more so if in morally healthy environment, but
only if it is an exception and not a population-wide average...) Or just stop feeding and subsiding
Africans, that do not comply with such regulations...
EU is building a Babylon tower to remove democracy, which is possible only locally. Consider, what
it's flag expresses. What is not there in the middle between stars representing it's nations, and what
should not be there...
To conclude this text:
I love you, and I want your children to survive. By that foremost you shall measure everything. I am
neither infallible nor omniscient, and if there is some blunder, it should be corrected to make that
survival of your children more probable.
Do not Trust me, Doubt about me wisely, but some things can be proven or an evident be explained.
The Grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with you all. Amen.
πα½ P.A.Semi
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